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Remède Spa is committed to creating an exceptional experience for
each guest. From champagne and truffles, to luxurious throws and
customized treatments, our goal is to surpass all expectations and to
help you escape to a sanctuary of indulgence and relaxation. Our
staff is dedicated to making your visit spectacular.
CUSTOMIZATION

Remède Spa recognizes each guest, each face, each body is unique.
We customize each treatment to meet your individual needs and to
deliver the benefits you seek. No luxury is spared in our quest to
create unparalleled results and experiences.
SIGNATURE SELECTIONS

For guests who desire locale-inspired experiences, each Remède Spa
offers an exclusive selection of treatments featuring techniques and
ingredients inspired by its region’s distinct characteristics and unique
traditions.

CUSTOMIZED & SIGNATURE SELECTIONS
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SKINCARE
THE REMÈDE CUSTOMIZED FACIAL

After a one-on-one consultation and skin analysis, your Remède Spa
esthetician will design a facial to address your individual needs,
from reducing fine lines, to recuperating from a long flight, to
addressing acne-prone skin. With a focus on anti-aging, the
Remède Customized Facial includes a thorough cleansing,
exfoliation, extractions, face massage, mask, moisturizing and UV
protection. Each facial is made complete with a warm paraffin foot
wrap, foot and scalp massages, and eye and lip treatments.
90 minutes - $255
60 minutes - $175
30 minutes* - $95
*Does not include extractions or microdermabrasion

THE REMÈDE CUSTOMIZED MEN’S FACIAL

An extension of the Remède Customized Facial, this treatment
addresses the specific skincare needs of men, with close attention
paid to ingrown hairs and uneven skin tone caused by sun damage,
stress and travel. Includes a thorough cleansing, exfoliation,
extractions, face massage, mask, moisturizing and UV protection,
as well as a warm paraffin foot wrap, foot and scalp massages,
and eye and lip treatments.
90 minutes - $255
60 minutes - $175
30 minutes* - $95
*Does not include extractions or microdermabrasion

REMÈDE SIGNATURE FACIAL SELECTION
BIG APPLE RECOUP

In the City that never sleeps, constant activity can take its toll on the
complexion, leaving it sallow and tired-looking. This facial uses
effective, but gentle poly-hydroxy acids, which provide intense
exfoliation without irritation to restore brightness, and the most stable
form of Vitamin C to even skin tone for a smooth appearance. After
this facial, you will emerge looking as though you got a full eight
hours worth of sleep, with energized, lifted and radiant skin.
60 minutes - $235
CUSTOMIZED & SIGNATURE SELECTIONS
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MASSAGE
THE REMÈDE CUSTOMIZED MASSAGE

Whether you seek relief for overexerted muscles, or simply want to
let your mind and body escape reality, your Remède Spa technician
will customize your massage using specialty products including
aromatherapy blends and warm paraffin, and will borrow from
a variety of techniques to achieve ultimate relaxation and
rejuvenation.
90 minutes - $240
60 minutes - $165
30 minutes - $90
HOT STONE TREATMENT

Hot stones are used to revive fatigued muscles and rebalance the
body, combined with intensive deep tissue massage.
90 minutes - $240
COUPLES MASSAGE

Create a private sanctuary together as you indulge in a Remède
Customized Massage side by side in your own treatment room.
90 Minutes - $480
60 Minutes - $330
IN-ROOM MASSAGE

Please inquire about availability of in-room massage services with
the Remède Spa reservationists.

CUSTOMIZED & SIGNATURE SELECTIONS
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SIGNATURE BODY TREATMENT SELECTIONS
BIG APPLE RECOUP WRAP

Taking advantage of the vibrancy and prolific cultural offerings
of New York can often leave one running on empty by the end of
the day. This restorative treatment is designed to provide mental,
physical and emotional energy with an exfoliating massage, a
calming body wrap and soothing deep-tissue massage. Guests
will feel calm, rejuvenated and ready for the next adventure
New York has to offer.
60 Minutes - $225
BIG APPLE RECOUP BODY POLISH

Improve skin texture and appearance with a selection of rich body
polishes that will gently resurface your skin. A dry exfoliation is
followed by an application of vitamin-rich emulsion that leaves skin
incredibly soft and luminous.
60 minutes - $165

CUSTOMIZED & SIGNATURE SELECTIONS
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WAX
WAX

Remède Spa uses a gentle, aromatherapeutic wax for fast, effective
and painless hair removal.
FACIAL WAX

Lip or Chin - $18
Cheeks - $20
Brow - $35
Ear - $18
BODY WAX

Full Arm - $50
Half Arm - $40
Underarm - $30
Full Leg - $95
Upper Leg - $65
Lower Leg - $45
Brazilian Bikini - $75
Basic Bikini - $45
Chest - $60
Stomach - $30
Back - $70
Half Back - $40
Full Leg / Bikini - $130
Full Leg / Brazilian - $160
Upper Leg / Bikini - $100
Upper Leg / Brazilian - $130

WAX
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S PA G U I D E L I N E S
•
•
•
•

Guests of Remède Spa must be at least 16 years of age.
Nail services are available for patrons under the age of 16,
when accompanied by an adult.
Remède Spa is a non-smoking environment
Cell phone use is prohibited on spa premises and all cellular
devices should be turned off prior to entering spa reception.
Remède Spa is not responsible for any lost or stolen items.

ARRIVAL PROCEDURES

We recommend that you arrive at Remède Spa at least 30 minutes
prior to your scheduled appointment time so that you can enjoy the
optimal spa experience. We also recommend showering prior to
your service in order to receive maximum treatment benefit.
Please note that should you arrive late for your treatment, your
technician may have to shorten the duration of your service so to
not inconvenience other guests. Full rates would still apply in this
instance.
CANCELLATION POLICY

Should you need to cancel your appointment, we require notification 24 hours in advance. Full payment is required should cancellations be received after this time.
AUTOMATIC GRATUITY

For your convenience, a 20% service charge will be added to all
Remède Spa treatment prices upon check-out. Should you wish to
increase or reduce this amount based on your service satisfaction,
please notify a front desk attendant upon check-out. Envelopes are
provided at the front desk should you wish to leave a cash gratuity.

SPA GUIDELINES
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